ALL-NEW!

TM

Triumphant following the
battle against Lord Zedd’s
most powerful monster to date,
our heroes ride Billy’s Rad Bug
for a simple clean up task.

Scarlet
Sentinel
defeated!

Check!
White Ranger
Tommy
welcomed
as our new
leader!

Check!
Shrunken
Rita Repulsa
trapped in her
dumpster and
stuck in the
trunk!*

Now all
we have to do
is drive her to
a remote area
so no one can
see Zordon
teleport her
into space!

But things are seldom
simple when you’re a
Power Ranger…

Check!

What could
possibly
go wrong?
Am I right?

*As per the exhilarating events detailed
in the classic two-part Mighty Morphin
Power Rangers episode, ”White Light!”

Far above the earth,
the watching Lord
Zedd doesn’t find
things funny at all!

{Arghh!}

I was
convinced they’d
be annihilated,
but look at them,
so smug, so overconfident, so…
happy.
Can’t
really blame
them, sire!

They not
only destroyed
the sentinel, they
have a new Ranger!

{Ack!}
I blame
them! I
blame
them!

Zordon gave
us precise coordinates! it’ll be
easier to walk
the rest of
the way!

I’ll put
Angela’s gift
in the trunk
for safekeeping.

it’s not like teeny-tiny Rita
can hurt them. Can’t be much
more defeated than
she is!

I can
hear you,
you know!

I
know.
But this is
the perfect
time to attack
again! They’ll
never see it
coming!

But what to use
as my monster?
What would catch
them even more
unaware?
What
will let
me snatch
victory from
the jaws of
defeat?

On
three!
One…
two…

I’ve
got it!

The Z-Staff hurtles through the
atmosphere, its unknown destination, leaving dread questions
to linger in the rarified air!

A
headache?

What is
Lord Zedd’s
wicked idea?

no! The
perfect
idea!

What horrid
creature will
he call forth?
What has he
chosen to imbue
with malignance?

The Rad bug?

Easy
with the
merchandise!

What was that?
Lightning?

Could
that bolt
have fried
its circuits,
Billy?

Where’s
the Rad Bug
going?

Permeated with nefarious
energy, the once-loyal
machine slams its own pedal
to the metal!
Taken off-guard, the
Rangers have yet to
see the full-extent
of their dilemma!

I don’t-I don’t
think so!

